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Abstract. Many software vendors are pushing Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) as a way to add business
value to their middleware offerings. On the other hand, because the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
aims at breaking enterprise silos, modern applications tend to be cross-industry and to cover simultaneously
different domains. Domain-specific models need then to be composed in order to build domains with much
larger scopes. In this paper, we propose a new approach of domain specific models composition, focusing
on the specification of how models collaborate with each other.
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1 Introduction

Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [1] consists of automatically building software from models.
Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) [2] is a particular area of MDE in which models are made
of elements representing concepts that are part of a domain or expertise area. DSM languages
and code generators allow for working directly with domain concepts and for code generation.

Many software vendors are pushing DSM as a way to add business value to their mid-
dleware offerings. IBM, for instance, is adding industry models and industry solutions to its
traditional WebSphere offering, which already contains all the key components required for
DSM: modeling tools, business process management, master data management, information
integration, and content management. The industry models [3] proposed by IBM provide struc-
tured and deployable business content for a growing number of industries: Retail, Financial
Markets, Banking, Insurance, Healthcare, Telecommunications, etc. As these models consist of
integrated data models, processes, service models defined across business requirements, they
can be seen as domain-specific models (DSMs) that are quite successful at accelerating the
deployment of strategic business initiatives of major Companies.

Moreover, major business drivers such as mergers and acquisitions, competition and part-
nerships, have favored the increasing adoption of the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [4],
which is changing the face of software applications. SOA fosters business and IT collaboration
and enterprise-wide approaches. Because SOA aims at breaking enterprise silos, modern ap-
plications tend to be cross-industry and to cover simultaneously different domains. A direct
consequence is that DSMs need to be composed in order to build domains with much larger
scopes.

We propose to leverage software components principles [5], [6] in a MDE [1] approach of
composition that focuses on the specification of how models collaborate with each other and
preserves the identity of models. We believe that this approach is well-suited to DSMs because
it preserves each model’s domain and tooling. Only collaborations between models need to be
handled additionally.



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First section 2 presents briefly the
principles of the collaborative model approach. Then, section 3 shows how to apply the proposed
approach to a practical example. Afterwards, section 4 describes related work. Finally, section
5 summarizes the benefits and limitations of our work.

2 Principles of the Collaborative Component-Based Model
Approach

Leveraging principles of software components [5], [6], we propose the Collaborative Component-
Based Model approach (CCBM). This approach achieves black-box reuse of models and pre-
serves them: models are units of reuse and incremental composition, just as software components
in Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE). This section presents how we assemble
models like software components.

In the CCBM approach, composition does not create any new model. Composition is speci-
fied as a family of workflows that cross the unmodified input models. Every collaborative model
specifies requirements that other models must fulfill in order to participate in a collaboration.
Hence, composition is simply a set of models that, taken together, fulfill all the requirements
stated by any of them.

2.1 Collaboration Specification

A collaborative model is not described solely by a set of concepts and relationships but also
by a set of collaborative operations and collaboration templates (see Figure 1). Collaborative
operations represent the points of collaboration of a collaborative model (i.e.: its operations
that rely on others models to accomplish a task). Collaborative operations are represented with
the “collaborative” stereotype3. The intended behavior of Collaborative operations is expressed
by collaboration templates that specify an entire family of possible collaborations. The collab-
oration templates are represented as a variant of UML sequence diagrams. An example of such
diagram and how to read it is given in section 3.

The collaboration templates are incomplete and generic specifications of collaborative op-
erations in the sense that:

– they do not need to specify a complete operation body but only mention operations from
other models that they need to call,

– they do not need to specify precisely the invoked operations but only the type or model that
contains them,

– the names of required models, types or operations mentioned in a template can later be
replaced by the names of more ‘concrete’ entities.

The operations invoked in a collaboration template define implicit constraints for models of
collaboration partners. The sum of the constraints expressed in the collaboration templates of a
collaborative model implies a set of generic model specifications for collaboration partners that
we call model templates. Then, two models are never bound directly together. A collaboration
is always defined between a collaborative model and a set of model templates. This property
prevents us from having inconsistent “links” between models. As models never describe depen-
dencies towards others existing real models but only through model templates, there is no need
to track changes in other domains.

3 This means that in a UML model operations have a specific stereotype to be used in class diagrams.
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Fig. 1. Expressing collaborations

2.2 Collaboration Refinement and Concretization

To transfer model expertise into concrete applications, it is necessary to express model trans-
formations. Using successive transformations, applications can be derived from models. This
section explains how the CCBM approach takes into account the different steps of the MDE
development life-cycle: transformations are expressed in CCBM by two high-level standard
MDE operations on models: refinement and concretization.

Incompleteness and genericity of collaboration templates allow specifying an entire family of
possible collaborations. This opens the door to incremental refinement of such specifications by
stating more complete collaboration requirements. Collaborative models can be refined incre-
mentally. One can: 1) add collaborative operations and collaboration templates to the refined
model (model extension), 2) complete the collaboration templates by specifying precisely the
called methods, not just their containing model or type (operation specialization).

Each refinement specifies model templates that are more specific in the sense that they either
provide additional collaboration opportunities or restrict previously available collaborations,
specifying them more precisely. Refinements can themselves be further refined specifying more
complex or more concrete application families.

The refinement process ends when a collaborative model and its model templates are con-
cretized (concretizing a model means mapping it to an executable form). This step is called
concretization. It produces an application that consists of independent components linked by
glue code that implements the specified collaborations.

To conserve the independence of each model and their identity at the code level, each model is
concretized separately. In the DSM context, this means that each domain-specific model can be
concretized using usual code generators. CBSE [5], [6] platforms are good code generator target
because each model can be concretized directly as a component. Anyway, others concretizations
are possible, including the option to implement all models simply as a set of classes (in Java,
C++, etc). The drawback of this choice is that in the resulting application the individual models
have no first class representation anymore.



To ensures well-formed collaborations4 at the code level, each model template must cor-
respond to a component (already coded or generated during the concretization) that fulfills
the template by providing equivalent counterparts to the types and operations of the model
template. This way the application architecture still reflects the structure of the models from
which each component has been derived.

To preserve loose coupling of collaboration partners at the code level, the collaboration
templates are concretized as glue code externally from the concretization of models. SOA [4],
[7] orchestration languages or coordination languages [8], [9], [10] are well suited. However,
collaboration templates can also be concretized using AOSD [11] techniques or as operation
calls implementation in the collaborative operation body concretization. But in these cases,
collaborations are not separately identifiable any more in the concretization of the models.

The CCBM approach facilitates the modeling of complex applications, including existing
pieces of code or reusing existing models. The CCBM approach allows adding or replacing
a model in an application built from collaborative models without producing again the entire
application from a new composed model. During this process, the application code is conserved;
only new collaboration templates and deduced model templates are concretized.

This approach also allows for the reuse of applications developed without MDE [1] since we
do not need to have a model representation of an application in order to use it as a collaboration
partner. This is important since most of the time industrial products are not built from scratch
but implemented on top of older products built from heterogeneous technologies. In the context
of DSMs, this property allows reacting quickly to changes in other domains that we rely on
simply by replacing one DSM by another one and regenerating corresponding code.

3 Applying the CCBM Approach to a Real World Case Study

To illustrate the CCBM approach, consider the following practical example which was developed
by IBM for a Telecommunication Company [12]. The purpose of the case study is to show how to
extend the power of telecommunications to other industries. The solution, called “HealthTelco”
hereafter, consists in providing individuals with a healthcare home-monitoring service relying
on IP Multimedia services.

This solution is based on the reuse of two existing solutions: Telehealthcare and IP Mul-
timedia Subsystem (IMS). Telehealthcare is based on the Healthcare Industry model (HPDM
for Health Plan Data Model) that provides disease treatment by early intervention services
to monitor patient health at home. IMS is based on the Telecommunication Industry model
(TDW for Telecommunication Data Warehouse) that provides services such as Mailing, Voice
conferencing, Instant messaging, SMS, etc. Hence, the HealthTelco solution clearly involves an
ecosystem of domains with different business models, vocabularies, and technologies: patients,
healthcare providers, and telecommunication service providers.

The HealthTelco solution is based on the collaboration between the two existing solutions
so that the medical staff can be more efficient and react more quickly to patient alerts. The
AlertMonitoring healthcare business process relies on the sendSMS, sendMail, and startCon-
ference services of the telco side. The different collaboration needs of the HealthTelco solution
(see Figure 2) have naturally led to a SOA implementation: Integration has been done by mod-
ifying the orchestration of services of the Telehealthcare solution to add the calls to the IMS

4 The behavior of the concrete application is an instance of the family of behaviors specified for the collaborative model.



services. Such an implementation could have been produced using the CCBM approach in con-
junction with the two industry models and would have permitted to make explicit and thus
more manageable the collaborations between the two industry models.
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Fig. 2. HealthTelco solution’s collaboration points

Let see how to apply the CCBM approach to this case study.

– The first step to describe the collaborations between the two Industry model based solutions
consists of identify which operations need to invoke operations of the other solution. In this
case, we know that the collaboration is one way: the Telehealthcare solution model need
to use the IMS solution model to obtain the HealthTelco solution. The launch operation
of the Personal Care Connect System part of the Telehealthcare model is responsible to
start the AlertMonitoring business process that contains the collaborations with Telco oper-
ations. Then launch has to be modeled as a collaborative operation using the corresponding
stereotype.

– The second step consists of expressing for each collaborative operation which other opera-
tions it needs from other models for implementing its functionality. In Figure 3, the most
left time line represents the launch collaborative operation associated to the currently de-
fined collaboration template. The other time line represents the CommunicationManagement
model template. This model template defines implicit constraints for collaboration partners
to be used to perform the needed communication features. At concretization time, the Com-
municationManagement model template will be replaced by the IP Multimedia Subsystem.
Arrows represent operations required by the collaborative operation.
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The concretization step is not shown because it strictly produces the same implementation
of the HealthTelco solution as the existing one: each industry solution model is concretized as an
independent system and the collaboration between the two systems (i.e.: the HealthTelco’s col-
laboration template) corresponds to the orchestration of the AlertMonitoring business process.
Note that we are able to integrate the Telehealthcare solution with another solution provid-
ing such desired communication facilities at any time using the CCBM approach. This other
“communication solution” would have to conform the communication model template. If the
conformance is fulfilled, the integration of the two solutions only consists in concretizing the
collaboration template as new glue code.

4 Related work

Loose coupling at the model is not a novel idea in the MDE [1] area. Aspect oriented modeling
or model composition approaches that are based on general-purpose models such as [13], [14],
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19] advocate a separation of models representing different concerns and the
merging of models from several smaller ones. Because DSM is driven by industry needs such
composition by merging does not seem to be well suited for DSM as it does not respect the
way Enterprises make business. For instance, the Lines of Business of an enterprise, which are
focused on a specific business domain, have no reason to merge; they simply need to collaborate
efficiently, but remaining focused on their core business as shown in section 3. Similarly, two
business partners with their own business model will collaborate rather than merge.

Moreover the exploitation of DSM through code generation or interpretation of DSMs is
possible because both the language and tooling fit the requirements of only one domain. The
CCBM approach works well with these development practices: each model produces code using
its own code generator (the CCBM approach does not make modification on such generator)
and the collaborations are concretized as glue code between the code of model using specific
techniques such as SOA [4] or AOSD [11] as explained in section 2.2. In contrast, merging
DSMs means merging domains and also constructing multi-domain code generators then domain
specific code generators cannot be reused “as-is”.



[20] proposes to combine several DSMs. However, the aim is to split a monolithic model
corresponding to a DSL into several partial ones to simplify their management. The approach
is limited to interdependent partial models that are contained in the same domain area (even
if several DSLs are used) in contrast with the CCBM approach. Moreover, in their approach,
references are included directly in DSM specifications and are always by name whereas the con-
cept of collaboration templates in the CCBM approach provides indirect and external bindings
and delays the choice of collaboration partners at the concretization time. Then collaboration
templates can be reused in several contexts.

Integration can also happen at other levels than in the languages: at code level using middle-
wares such as component platforms [21], [22], [23], [24] or using aspect oriented techniques [11]
for example. Although these approaches allow modelers focus on their specific problem domain,
they are not reusable in the sense that the integration is often specific for each component
code. By defining collaboration templates, the CCBM approach makes it possible to reuse the
integration part.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have addressed the issue of a synergetic combination of model-driven and
component based software engineering. We believe that the CCBM approach is particularly of
interest for DSM [2]. This makes it possible to bridge completely different domains and build
applications on the union of these domains without having to merge them. The tooling specific
to each domain can be reused “as-is” to produce code from models, only the code specific to
the integration part need to produced apart as a concretization of collaboration templates. As
we follow a loose coupling approach, the concretization of such collaboration as glue code can
be easily performed through techniques such as SOA [4] or AOSD [11].

Future work will consist in describing constraints on collaborations so that the concretization
of a template is not based only on syntactic constraints. The use of OCL [25] to represent
and compare semantic constraints on the models, which is common in large-scale modeling
environments, will be a logical evolution of the CCBM approach. Future work will also consist
in studying the analysis/verification aspect of the proposed approach. As we used component
principles, the CCBM approach can rely on other techniques used in a CBSE context such
as architecture description languages (ADLs). We will study how we can reuse and customize
analysis work in ADLs [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32].
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